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ABSTRACT 

Long-slit  medium-resolution spectra  are used to study  the continuum  and  ionization  properties  of the 
gas in the Seyfert 1 galaxies F10.01 and  A08.12. We Ðnd that  the nuclear  underlying  continuum  can be 
described  by  a  power  law.  In  addition   to  this  component,   Balmer  continuum   (Bac) and  high-order 
Balmer  lines  can  Ðt the  apparent excess of  emission  extending  from  3900 Ó  to  the  blue  end  of  the 
spectra.  The observed  Bac Ñux in A08.12 is about  9 times as strong  as Hb, stronger  than  that  predicted 
by most  photoionization models. From  the analysis of the Fe II emission, we found  Fe II j4570/Hb D 1 
in F10.01, leading  us to  consider  this  object  as a strong  Fe  II  emitter.  Broad  and  symmetrical  Balmer 
lines  are  observed  in  A08.12, while  strongly  asymmetrical  ones  are  observed  in  F10.01,  with  the  full 
width at zero intensity  (FWZI) around  15,000 km s~1. 

We interpret  the above  results as evidence for broad-line  region  (BLR) gas exposed to the anisotropic 
UV  radiation emitted  by  a  thin  disk  combined  with  an  isotropic  X-ray  source.  Such  a  model  could 
explain observational di†erences  like strong  Fe II and weak Bac and He I j5875 emission in F10.01, and 
strong  Bac and  He I j5875  and  weak Fe II in A08.12, as due to an angular  dependence  of emission-line 
intensities. 

The  narrow-line   region  (NLR)  of  both   objects  shows  strong  high-ionization  lines  and  T tem- 

peratures  that  cannot  be reproduced simultaneously using single-component  ionization-bounde*OdIIIp+ hoto- 
ionization   models.   We   explore   here   the   possibility   of  a   NLR   composed   of  a   combination  of 
matter-bounded  (MB)  and   ionization-bounded  (IB)  clouds.  In  this  scheme,  the  MB  component  is 
responsible  for most of the high-excitation lines, including the [O  III] emission, while the IB clouds, pho- 
toionized  by  the  radiation leaking  the  MB  component,   are  located  140 times  more  distant  from  the 
central  source  than  the  MB  clouds  and  show a much  lower excitation.  Using  this  scheme, we can suc- 
cessfully solve the ““ temperature problem ÏÏ  and obtain  much stronger  excitation  lines, in accordance  with 
our observations. 
Subject headings : galaxies : individual  (F10.01, A08.12) È galaxies : nuclei È galaxies : Seyfert 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Seyfert 1 galaxy spectra are characterized  by the breadth 

of their continuum  radiation, which is bright  across up to 
10  decades  in  frequency,  from  the  X-rays  to  the  radio 
domain. Superposed on this continuum, there are broad 
permitted emission lines with widths typically ranging 
between  5000 and  10,000 km  s~1, and  narrow  permitted 
and  forbidden  lines that  are almost  always narrower  than 
1000 km s~1. In addition,  broad  bumps of emission at both 

In this paper  we study F10.01 and  A08.12, two of these 
newly discovered Seyfert 1 galaxies that  display apparently 
di†erent  spectroscopic  properties  related to the presence of 
Fe II emission lines and Balmer continuum.  We show that 
these  di†erences   can  be  explained   as  due  to   intrinsic 
changes  resulting  from  the  variation   in  the  illumination 
angle of the BLR clouds. Measurement of the narrow-line 
spectrum  allows  several  important and  unique  investiga- 
tions regarding  the physical conditions  of the emission-line 

sides of Hb, produced  by the merging of several Fe II multi-
 gas. In particular,  the temperature (T ) of both  galaxies, 

inferred from the line ratio  R (\*O[OIII+ III]  j4363/[O  III] 
plets  and  a  broad  emission  feature  in  the  near-UV  (the 
so-called small blue bump) are also usually found in these 
objects.  During   the  course  of  the  Cala' n-Tololo   Survey 

j5007),  exceeds the  equilibriu*mO IIIt+emperature  predicted  by 
photoionization models  calculated  with  densities  n \ 104 

(Maza  et  al. 1989, 1992, 1994), several  galaxies  with  the cm~3 and  solar  abundance.  Here we show that  the inclu- 

above  features  were identiÐed and  therefore  classiÐed as sion of matter-bounded clouds with densities n Z 106 cm~3 

Seyfert 1 galaxies, most of them previously unknown. can  reproduce   the  observed  values  of R
*O III+ 

and  give a 
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better  match  to  the  observed  narrow-line   region  (NLR) 
spectra. 

F10.01 is a luminous  galaxy (M
B 
\ [22) with elliptical- 

like morphology  on the ESO-SERC  J plates. Its apparent 
major  diameter,  as measured  from the plate, is 27A, corre- 
sponding  to a projected  diameter  of 40 kpc at the galaxy 
distance  of 313 Mpc. A08.12, located  at a distance  of 119 
Mpc, has a moderate  luminosity (M

B 
\ [20) and a major 

projected  diameter  of 17 kpc.  It  looks  like an  early-type 
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spiral  in  the  B  ESO  plates.  A  search  in  the  IUE   and 
EXOSAT  database  shows  that  they  have  not  been 
observed in the UV and X-ray spectral regions. Also, there 
is no available information  about them in the radio domain. 

CCD  detector  and  a REOSC  spectrograph. The spectrum 
covers  the  rest-wavelength   range  3500È6800  Ó  and  was 
taken using a 2A.5 wide long-slit oriented in the east-west 
direction   with  an  integration  time  of  600  s.  The  two- 

In  °  2 we  describe  the  observations.   The  continuum dimensional frame was bias subtracted, divided by Ñat Ðeld, 
decomposition applied to the galaxies is described in ° 3. In 
° 4 we study the emission-line proÐles and the physical 
properties of the line-emitting regions. Conclusions  are pre- 
sented in ° 5. A value of the Hubble constant  of H  \ 75 km 
s~1 Mpc~1 has been assumed throughout this paper. 

 

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION 

Long-slit spectra of F10.01 and A08.12 were obtained  in 
1992 October  with the 4 m telescope at the Cerro  Tololo 
Inter-American Observatory (CTIO), equipped  with a 
Ritchey-Chre' tien spectrograph and a CCD  detector.  They 
cover the rest-wavelength range 3200È6850 Ó and have a 
resolution  of D8 Ó. The observations were taken  using a 
slit width  of 2A  oriented  in the east-west direction  and  an 
exposure   time  of  600  s.  For   Ñux  calibration,   spectro- 

sky  subtracted,  wavelength   calibrated,   and   then   trans- 
formed in energy Ñux units using the IRAF software. Stan- 
dard stars LTT 7987 and LTT 1020 from Stone & Baldwin 
(1983) were observed in order to derive the Ñux calibration. 
A one-dimensional spectrum was extracted by binning 
together  10 pixels from  the  nuclear  and  adjacent  regions 
and was then corrected  for redshift and E(B[V ) using the 
values reported  by Marziani  et al. (1996). The aim of this 
observation is described in ° 3.2 
 

3. CONTINUUM  ANALYSIS 

It is widely known that the optical emission spectrum of a 
Seyfert 1 galaxy  is composed  of a combination of (1) an 
underlying stellar contribution from the host galaxy and (2) 
a nonstellar  continuum,  associated  with the central engine. 

photometric standards  of Stone &  Baldwin (1983) were Additional features, such as the Balmer continuum  emission 
observed. Data  reduction  was carried  out at the CTIO  La 
Serena Computing Center using the IRAF software. Sky 
subtraction was performed by taking parts of the sky where 
no Ñux from the objects themselves was observed. Extrac- 
tions were made by summing up the observed signal along 
the  central  12 pixels on  the  two-dimensional frames. The 
data of Burstein & Heiles (1984) suggest that reddening due 
to  the  Galaxy  should  be  small  in  the  direction  of both 
objects, so they were not corrected  for Galactic  extinction. 
From  the  position  of the  most  intense  emission lines, we 
have obtained  a radial  velocities of 23,500 ^ 100 km  s~1 
and 8900 ^ 40 km s~1 for F10.01 and A08.12, respectively. 
Heliovelocity  corrections   were  not  applied  to  the  above 

and the pseudocontinuum produced  by the merger of 
numerous Fe II multiplets are usually present. In F10.01 and 
A08.12 the  contribution of the  stellar  population to  the 
total  continuum  cannot  be reliably determined,  since 
absorption features like Ca II K j3933, CN  G j4301, and 
Mg ] Mg  H  j5175  are  rather  small,  almost  reduced  to 
noise level. This makes the identiÐcation of the correct tem- 
plate for the host galaxy a very uncertain  procedure. There- 
fore, no e†ort  was made to subtract  this contribution from 
these objects. 
 

3.1. Power-L aw Component 

A nonstellar  continuum,  well described  by a power law 
values, since they are within the error bars. Figure 1 shows (PL) F \ kja, is present  in both  spectra  and  is the domi- 
the reduced spectra already corrected for redshift. 

In addition  to the above  spectra,  a high signal-to-noise 
ratio  (S/N) spectrum  of the Fe II emitter Seyfert 1 galaxy I 
Zw 1 (PG 0050]124) was obtained  with the CASLEO 2.15 
m telescope on 1996 August  12 using a TEK  1024 ] 512 

nant cojmponent of the continuum  emission. Estimating  the 
slope of the PL demands choosing points in the continuum 
free of emission lines or other sources of emission. However, 
the presence of many broad  lines, the wings of which often 
overlap and blend, makes the determination of the true 
continuum   an  arduous  task.  Usually  the  regions  around 
4600, 5400, and 5900 Ó and redward  of Ha are free of 
emission lines, so they are useful to determine the true level 
of the continuum.  In the upper panels of Figures 2 and 3 we 
show the underlying  power-law  Ðt applied  to F10.01 and 
A08.12, respectively, using the nÐt1d task  of the STSDAS 
package  of IRAF.  The spectral  index a of the PL  and  the 
integrated  optical Ñux in the range 3200È7000 Ó carried out 
by this component are listed in Table 1. The errors  associ- 
ated with the Ðt were directly estimated from the nÐt1d task 
 
 

TABLE  1 

CONTINUUM DECOMPOSITION AND FLUXESa 
 

Feature  F10.01  A08.12 
 
Power  law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .     13.0 ̂  0.3           24.5 ̂  0.6 
Fe II j4570  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.14 ̂  0.01 . . . 
Fe II (optical) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.55 ̂  0.05 . . . 
Bac (3200È3646) ] ; F        

n       
. . . . . . .         0.25 ̂  0.09           5.7 ̂  0.3 

Bac (total)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .     0.39 ̂  0.11           9.6 ̂  0.5 
FIG.  1.ÈObserved spectra of the F10.01 (upper panel) and A08.12 (lower Bac model parameters : q, T (K) . . . . . . 1.0, 1.0 0.0, 1.2 

panel) Seyfert 1 galaxies in the rest system of the objects. Note  the large 
widths of the permitted  lines, the strong Fe II emission in F10.01, and the 
remarkable near-UV excess emisson in A08.12. 

Power-law  index . . . . . . . . . . . .4. . . . . . . . . . . . [1.10 ̂  0.05 [1.20 ̂  0.06 
 

a Fluxes in units of 10~12 ergs s~1 cm~2. 
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uum created by the blending of several Fe II multiplets and 
the Balmer continuum  emission. 

 

3.2. Fe II Emission 

In a close inspection  of the F10.01 spectrum  in Figure 1, 
one can easily see two conspicuous  features in the form of 
broad  bumps  at  the  intervals  jj4450È4750  and  jj5150È 
5400, denoting  the presence of a very rich Fe II spectrum. 
These bumps result from the merging of several Fe II emis- 
sion  multiplets (Wills, Netzer,   &  Wills 1985, hereafter 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIG.  2.ÈContinuum  decomposition applied  to  F10.01.  (a)  Observed 
spectrum  along  with the power-law  Ðt to  the underlying  continuum.  (b) 
The same spectrum with the power law subtracted and superposed,  the 
synthetic  continuum  spectrum,  composed  of the Fe II plus the Bac tem- 
plates. The Fe II spectrum and the Balmer continuum  combined with other 
broad lines are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. 

 
 

itself,  which  makes   use  of  the  downhill   simplex  mini- 
mization  method  (““ amoeba ÏÏ)   to  minimize  the  s2.  After 
subtracting the  power-law  spectrum,  we were confronted 
with two  problems  of di†erent  nature :  the pseudocontin- 

 
 

 
 

FIG.  3.ÈContinuum  decomposition applied  to  A08.12. (a)  Observed 
spectrum  along  with the power-law  Ðt to  the underlying  continuum.  (b) 
The same spectrum  with the power law subtracted and with the synthetic 
Balmer  continuum   model  superposed.  (c)  Balmer  continuum   combined 
with other broad lines. 

WNW).  In addition,  there  is a strong  Fe II multiplet  (42), 
consisting  of three  lines at  jj4924,  5018, 5169, and  many 
other  multiplets  located  in the  blue region. The  origin  of 
this emission constitutes  one of the puzzles in understand- 
ing the spectra of active galactic nuclei (AGNs). It is known 
that  these lines arise from the six odd-parity terms that  lie 
between 4.76 and 5.91 eV above the ground  state (Kwan et 
al. 1995). Collisional excitation  of these six terms, followed 
by  permitted   radiative  decays  to  metastable   even-parity 
terms, is the major source of Fe II emission. 

Determining the strength of the Fe II emission lines is not 
an easy task. These lines are usually heavily blended, com- 
plicating  a  good  determination  of  the  continuum   level. 
There is also the possibility of contamination by the strong 
wings of the  Balmer  lines, specially those  of Hb,  so care 
must be taken in the deblending process. 

In order to determine and measure the Fe II blends in the 
wavelength interval  3600È6800 Ó, we followed the empiri- 
cal method  developed by Boroson  & Green (1992). It con- 
sists of constructing  a Fe II template spectrum by removing 
the lines which are not of Fe II from the spectrum of I Zw 1, 
a Seyfert 1 galaxy widely known for the strength of the Fe II 
emission and the narrowness  of its ““ broad  lines. ÏÏ For  this 
purpose, a high S/N spectrum  of I Zw 1 covering the spec- 
tral range 3500È6800 Ó was taken (see ° 2). A synthetic Fe II 
spectrum from the grid of WNW was employed to measure 
the strength  of the Fe II lines located  in the interval 3200È 
3600 Ó. A good agreement between this synthetic spectrum 
and the I Zw 1 template in the spectral range 3600È6800 Ó 
is observed. Nonetheless,  we prefer the I Zw 1 template  for 
this zone because it includes some optical lines not present 
in the WNW spectrum. The line proÐles of both  Fe II tem- 
plates were broadened separately  by convolving them with 
a Gaussian proÐle having a FWHM equal to that of the Hb 
line in F10.01 and scaled to match the observed Fe II emis- 
sion of that  galaxy. Since there is no signiÐcant Fe II emis- 
sion around  3670 Ó, this region was used to merge the two 
Fe II spectra. Figure  2b shows the resulting Fe II template 
superposed on the observed Fe II emission in F10.01. 

We did not Ðnd concrete evidence for the presence of Fe II 
emission either in the optical region or in the 3000È3600 Ó 
interval in the A08.12 galaxy. One may be tempted  to treat 
the  weak  feature  in excess of the  PL,  located  redward  of 
[O III] j5007 (see Fig. 3b), as due to Fe II but it extends too 
much toward  the red (D5600 Ó) to be attributable to this 
ion. Also, there is no observable Fe II emission of compara- 
ble strength  at the blue side of Hb. One might argue that 
such an emission is hindered  by the strong He II j4686 line 
but the peak of the Fe II j4570 feature would lie precisely in 
the  far  red  wing  of  the  He  II  proÐle, so  if Fe  II  were 
present, it could not have been overlooked.  The absence of 
Fe II in the optical does not imply weak Fe II emission in the 
UV (WNW). However, no evidence of signiÐcant Fe II lines 
in the interval 3000È3600 Ó was observed in A08.12, leading 
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us to conclude that  A08.12 shows no Fe II within the error 
uncertainties of our measurements. 

From  the  Ðnal Fe  II  template  we have  estimated  Fe  II 

AGNs, while for F10.01 it is about  3 times lower. The 
observed Bac Ñux in A08.12 is already too large when com- 
pared with optically thick models (Fig. 1 of WNW), suggest- 

j4570/Hb \ 0.9 ̂  0.1 and  Fe II opt/Hb \ 3.6 ̂  0.4 in the ing q > 1, which in turn  implies high e†ective  Balmer 

F10.01 galaxy. By Fe II j4570 we mean the integrated  Ñux of 
the Fe II complex jj4430È4750.  It is considered  the most 
important and reliable blend to measure, since it not only 
scales with the total  strength  of the optical  Fe II emission 
but  also accounts  for about  25% of the total  optical  Fe II 

contin(Buacu) m temperatures. If this is true,  collisional  ioniza- 
tion and related processes may be present, since they tend to 
enhance the Bac Ñux. 

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the Ðnal result of the continuum 
decomposition applied to F10.01 and A08.12. The observed 

emission (Collin-Souffrin et  al. 1986). Fe  II  opt,  on  the spectra and the adopted  power law are shown in the upper 
other hand, indicates the integrated  Ñux of the optical Fe II 
lines located in the interval 3500È6800 Ó. 

According to the value found for the Fe II j4570/Hb ratio 
in F10.01, this galaxy can be considered as a strong Fe II 
emitter (Fe II j4570/Hb º 1, following Li' pari, Terlevich, & 
Macchetto 1993). This result  gains additional importance 
when we look  at  the  FWHM of the  broad  Balmer  lines, 
which reaches 5700 km s~1. Zheng & Keel (1991) reported 
an average Fe II j4570/Hb ratio of 0.35 in their sample of 85 
AGNs with FWHM between 2000 and 6000 km s~1. They 
found an anticorrelation between the Fe II j4570 strength 
and the Hb line width and no evidence of enhancement of 
optical Fe II with very broad  lines. Also, none of the strong 
optical Fe II emitters listed in Table 4 of Li' pari et al. (1993) 
shows line widths larger than  5300 km s~1, conÐrming the 
particularity of the F10.01 galaxy in the sense of showing 
simultaneously strong optical Fe II and broad  Balmer lines. 
This issue will be addressed in detail in ° 4.1. 

After subtraction of the Fe II template, there is still a 
continuum  feature beginning to rise around  3900 Ó and 
extending toward  shorter  wavelengths. This excess of emis- 
sion  is also  present,  with  much  greater  intensity,  in  the 
A08.12 spectrum.  The origin  of this deviation  will be dis- 
cussed in the following section. 

 

3.3. T he Balmer Continuum Emission 

The  most  important continuum   feature  present  in  the 
A08.12 spectrum  is the remarkable near-UV excess extend- 

panel. Then, with this underlying continuum  subtracted, the 
spectra and the model are superposed.  Finally, the individ- 
ual templates of the models are shown. 

At this point,  it is important to evaluate  the sources  of 
errors  that  may a†ect  the measurements  of the continuum 
decomposition carried  out  in both  galaxies. We consider 
that the largest source of uncertainty lies in the deÐnition of 
the power-law, since the underlying  continuum  may have a 
contribution from the stellar population. If we assume that 
the host galaxy of both  Seyfert galaxies can be represented 
by an early-type spiral composed  of a combination of blue 
and red stellar population and use the equivalent widths of 
an appropriate template  (S6, from Bica 1988), we Ðnd that 
this contribution is not larger than 10% of the total contin- 
uum Ñux at 5870 Ó in F10.01 and A08.12. With this in mind, 
the value of the spectral  index a is not altered  beyond  the 
quoted  errors  of the PL  Ðt by subtracting the above  per- 
centage of stellar population. Therefore, our results are not 
signiÐcantly a†ected  by the  contamination introduced  by 
the host galaxy. 

In order to determine how much the uncertainties in the 
power-law Ðt a†ect the Bac and Fe II Ñuxes,  we subtracted 
power-law functions having the upper and lower values of a 
found for each galaxy and then estimated the integrated  Ñux 
of each  continuum   feature.  As Table  1 shows, an  uncer- 
tainty  of 5%  in the  spectral  index of the  PL  (determined 
from the nÐt1d task) in F10.01 leads to an uncertainty of 
7% in the Fe II Ñux and up to 36% in the Bac measurement. 

ing  from  4200 Ó  and  blueward  (see Fig.  3a). It  is  also In A08.12, the uncertainty in the Bac Ñux is lower, since no 
present, with less intensity, in F10.01. We associated this 
continuum  with both the Balmer continuum  emission (Bac), 
originated by free-bound transitions to level 2 of the hydro- 
gen atom,  and  to the merging of high-order  Balmer lines. 
Observationally, the Bac is constrained to the interval 
between 3646 Ó, where it reaches its maximum  value, and 
1400 Ó, where it goes to zero intensity, but the inclusion of 
broad, blended, high-order  Balmer emission lines broadens 
the sharp turn-on  at j3646 and give the composite emission 
the shape of a bump with a peak near 3646 Ó. 

In order  to isolate this feature, we followed the method 
and Bac templates (which includes the high-order  Balmer 
lines) modeled  by  WNW.  The  best-matching   model  was 
scaled  to  and  subtracted  from  the  F10.01  and   A08.12 
spectra. 

Our  Balmer  continuum  Ñux measurements  give a ratio 
I(Bac)/I(Hb) of 1.6 and  9.2 for F10.01 and  A08.12, respec- 
tively. I(Bac) corresponds  to the Ñux measured in the range 
(3200È4000 Ó). Since the  Bac templates  are  calculated  to 
cover the full wavelength interval of this continuum  (1400È 
3646 Ó), we can use the adjusted  template  to make  some 
crude predictions  about  the total  Ñux of this emission. We 
obtained  I(Bac total)/I(Hb) equal to 2.5 and 15 for F10.01 
and  A08.12, respectively. For  A08.12, this  ratio  is almost 
twice the average found by WNW  in their sample of nine 

subtraction of Fe II was necessary. 
It is also possible that some Fe II residual exists after 

subtraction of the Fe II template  because we are assuming 
that  the relative  intensities  of the Fe  II  lines are  equal  to 
those in the I Zw 1 template. This approximation, however, 
seems to be valid in most of the galaxies with Fe II emission, 
as discussed by Boroson  & Green (1992) and corroborated 
not only with their sample but also in many other galaxies. 

Table 1 lists (in ergs s~1 cm~2) the integrated  Ñux of each 
continuum  component found in both galaxies. 

4. THE EMISSION-LINE PROFILES 

Prior  to  measuring  the  Ñux of the  emission  lines, we 
removed the underlying  power law, the Balmer continuum, 
and the Fe II components.  The integrated  Ñux and FWHM 
of the  emission  lines  were  measured  assuming  that  they 
were well represented  by  Gaussian  proÐles. The  LINER 
routine,  which  Ðts as many  as eight  Gaussians  to  a  line 
proÐle, was used for this purpose. For blended lines such as 
Hb ] [O  III] jj4949, 5007 and Ha ] [N  II] jj6548, 6584, 
theoretical  line ratios and known  Ðxed wavelength separa- 
tions  between forbidden  lines were used. In some cases it 
was necessary to adjust up to three Gaussians  (identiÐed as 
narrow,  broad, and very broad  components)  to the permit- 
ted lines in order  that  the synthetically  calculated  blended 
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cates systematic motion of the broad-line  emitting clouds 
combined with preferential viewing of di†erent  parts of the 
BLR. The blue wing could be caused by outÑowing clouds 
in which the far side is partially shielded from sight, or 
infalling clouds in which the emission arises predominantly 
from the side of the clouds facing the central continuum 
source (Boroson & Green 1992). 

A08.12 is remarkable for the width of the lines He I j5876 
and He II j4686, reaching a FWHM of order 10,000 km s~1. 
Initially we were inclined to treat the strong bump blueward 
of Hb as a mixture of Fe II and He II, but since no evidence 
of Fe II is observed on the red side of Hb (i.e., emission from 
the Fe II multiplets 48 and 49, centered on 5250 Ó), we 
discarded the presence of Fe II in the spectrum and regarded 
this emission as produced solely by He II. 

Separating  He II j4686 from Hb, however, is not simple. 
The red wing of the former is extremely blended  with the 
blue side of the latter.  The procedure  adopted  in this case 
consisted in isolating the velocity proÐle of He I j5876 and 
using it as a template for He II j4686. The height and width 
of the  template  were adjusted  to  produce  the  smoothest 
broad-line  residual  after  subtraction. The  fact  that  He  I 
j5875  and  He II j4686  are broader  than  Hb  is consistent 
with  the  work  of Osterbrock &  Shuder (1982) on  low- 

FIG.  4.ÈExample of the deblending procedure applied to the Hb region 
in F10.01 (upper panel) and A08.12 (lower panel) after removing the contin- 
uum  contribution. The  dashed  line  corresponds   to  the  residual  of the 
Ðtting. 

 
proÐle satisfactorily  matched  the observed proÐle. In 
A08.12, in addition  to the narrow  components,  the [O  III] 
lines    were    successfully    reproduced    by    Ðtting    an 
““ intermediate ÏÏ    component  to   the   base   of   the   lines. 
Figure 4 shows an example of the Gaussian  deblending 
procedure applied to the Hb region in both spectra. The 
narrow, broad, very broad, and intermediate  components  of 
the lines can be easily identiÐed. A strong blue wing in the 
Hb proÐle of F10.01 is clearly visible in this Ðgure. In order 
to check whether it was not a result of some Fe II residual, 
we compared  the Ha to the Hb proÐle normalized to unity, 
as shown in Figure 5. Note the great similarity between the 
two  proÐles, meaning  that  the  Fe  II  subtraction did  not 
modify the wing structure  of the lines. It can also be seen 
that  the blue wing extends at zero intensity up to [10,000 
km s~1, while the red one goes up to 5000 km s~1, denoting 
a highly asymmetric  proÐle. This asymmetry  clearly indi- 

 

 
 

FIG. 5.ÈComparison in space velocity between the Ha and Hb line 
proÐles, normalized to unity, for F10.01. The underlying Fe II emission has 
been subtracted. Note the strong blue asymmetry in the lines, denoting the 
presence of radial motion in the BLR of the galaxy (see text). 

luminosity AGNs. They found that the He I and He II lines 
were broader  than the Balmer lines in most of the objects in 
which the He lines were visible. 

The  measured  line Ñuxes and  FWHMs of the  lines for 
F10.01  and  A08.12 are  shown  in Table  2. The  statistical 
errors are derived from s2 Ðtting of the Gaussian  models to 
the data, assuming that the pixel-to-pixel variation  is due to 
random   Gaussian   noise.  Measurement  uncertainties  for 
most of the emission lines are smaller than 10%. For fainter 
lines, such as Hd (narrow), [Fe VII] j6087, He I j5876 
(narrow), the uncertainties are about  10%È20%. In some 
cases, such as [O III] j4363 and He II j4686 (narrow), the 
uncertainties are greater than 20%. 

In  order  to  correct  the  observed  narrow-line  Ñuxes for 
internal extinction, we calculated the Balmer decrement Ha 
(n)/Hb (n) assuming a theoretical  ratio  of 3.1. No evidence 
for reddening was found in either of the two galaxies. 
 

4.1. Broad-L ine Region : Inferred Physical Conditions 

It is important to discuss the implications  that  our mea- 
surements of Fe II and Bac carried out in ° 3, and the results 
of the emission-line proÐles, have on the geometry  and 
physical conditions  of the BLR gas. We have seen that  in 
F10.01 there is strong Fe II emission, up to the point of 
considering  it as a strong  Fe II emitter. In A08.12 instead, 
there is no evidence of Fe II, at least in the optical  region. 
The  opposite  is true  for the  Balmer  continuum,  which  is 
strong in A08.12 and weak in F10.01. Nonetheless,  both 
galaxies have similar power-law  spectral  indices (see ° 3.1) 
and FWHM of the Balmer lines (see Table 2). 

Our  observations largely favored the scenario  proposed 
by Netzer  (1987) in order  to explain the BLR structure  in 
F10.01 and A08.12. It consists of BLR clouds illuminated by 
a  thin  disk  emitting  anisotropic UV  radiation  combined 
with an isotropic X-ray source. Individual BLR clouds of 
number  density  N  are  situated  at  a distance  R from  the 
center of the disk at an angle h as measured from the normal 
to the surface of the disk. Photoionization model calcu- 
lations carried out by Netzer (1987) using this conÐguration 
to  investigate  the  emergent  emission-line  spectrum  reveal 
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TABLE  2 weak He I j5876, facts predicted  by the model for expand-

 

EMISSION-LINE FLUXES AND FWHMS OF THE LINES 
IN F10.01 AND A08.12 

 
F10.01  A08.12 

ing  systems  viewed at  large  h, as  would  be  the  case for 
F10.01 ; (3) the increase in Ha/Hb from 3.1 in A08.12 to 4.7 
in F10.01. 

Also, some interesting  predictions  can be made for these 
 
 

[Ne  V] j3425  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .    14.5         1006             32.0             960 
O III j3443 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .     . . .             . . .                0.7c            963 
[O  II] j3727  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      5.9           616             25.0             680 
[Ne  III] j3869  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      6.9           775             42.7             878 
He II]He I]H8 j3892 . . . . . .       . . .             . . .              12.7           1159 
[Ne  III] j3968  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      2.6           775             16.6             878 
[S II] j4070 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .     . . .             . . .              13.0             543 
Hd (n)d j4101 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      1.2e          500               9.7             913 
Hd (b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .       29.5         5402             74.2           5883 
Hc (n) j4341 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      7.5e        1055             20.2             905 
Hc (b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   45.9e        6457           145.9           5790 
Hc (vb) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .    . . .             . . .              90.3         12462 
[O  III] j4363 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      2.2           950e            21.2c          1040 
He II (n) j4686 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      2.5f           699               4.6e            694 
He II (b)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .     . . .             . . .            119.5         12722 
Hb (n) j4861 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      6.1           740             22.7             562 
Hb (b)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   61.4         3503           366.1           4993 
Hb (vb) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   92.1         7117           253.5         13537 
[O  III] (n) j5007 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .     56.3           575           196.7             579 
[O  III] (i) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .     . . .             . . .              70.3           1128 
He I (n) j5876  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      1.1c          373               2.1e            300 
He I (b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   21.0e        5837             51.5           5040 

be  expected  that   F10.01  show  strong   C  IV   j1909  and 
Mg II j2798 lines as well as an asymmetric  Lya proÐle. In 
A08.12 the model predicts strong and symmetric Lya, C IV 
j1549, and O VI j1035. We should be aware, however, of the 
very limited range  in wavelength  we are observing,  which 
prevents us from drawing very accurate conclusions regard- 
ing the physical state of these two galaxies. It is clear that 
F10.01 and A08.12 are very valuable  objects in relation  to 
their continuum  properties,  and additional observations at 
other  spectral  regions  are  needed  in order  to  conÐrm or 
discard our predictions. 
 

4.2. Physical Conditions and Abundances in the 
Narrow-L ine Region 

The narrow-line spectrum of the observed galaxies shows 
a strong degree of ionization  as deduced by the presence of 
numerous   high-excitation  lines  such  as  [O   III]   j5007, 
[Ne III]  j3869,  [Ne  V]  j3425,  [Fe  VII]  j6087,  and  [Fe  X] 
j6374. Of particular interest  is the large value of the ratio 

He I (vb) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101.6 12722 
[Fe  VII] j6087 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.6e 1391 4.4f  412 R 

*O III+ 
\ [O III] j4363/[O III] j5007, which is equal to 0.04 

[O  I] j6300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.8c 350 16.6 713 and  0.09 in F10.01  and  A08.12, respectively.  The  [O  III] 
)
 

[S III] j6313  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.8c 350 4.9g 700 temperatures (T
*O III+ 

inferred  from  these  ratios 
[Fe  X] j6374 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.5g . . . 1.3f  300 
[N  II] j6548  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   3.0 320 . . .  . . . 
Ha (n) j6563 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.4 461 70.5 456 
Ha (b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .     181.0 3366 1966.0 4389 
Ha (vb) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 539.0 6401 . . . . . . 

(22,000 ̂  4000 and  40,000 ̂  8000 K) far exceed the equi- 
librium  temperature of photoionization models  calculated 
with electron densities n

e 
\ 104 cm~3 and solar abundance. 

It is worth  mentioning  that  the ““ mean ÏÏ  observed  Seyfert 
[N  II] j6584  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.0 320 . . . . . . spectrum  adopted  for  comparison  by Ferland  & 
[S II] j6717 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.7b  305 8.5 401 Osterbrock (1985) has R \ 0.019 (i.e., T D 15,000 K 
[S II] j6731 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.4c 305 9.1 401 

 
a In units of 10~15 ergs s~1 cm~2. Errors  in Ñuxes are less than  10% 

unless otherwise indicated. 
b In km s~1. Errors are less than 10% unless otherwise indicated. 
d (n), (i), (b), and  (vb) indicate  narrow,  intermediate,  broad,  and  very 

 
e Error between 10% and 20%. 
c Error between 20% and 30%. 

in the low-density  regim*Oe)I.II+The  density in *OthIIeI+ [S II]  zone, 
derived by the [S II] j6717/j6731 ratio, is quite normal  for 
the NLR  of Seyferts, reaching  1300 ^ 200 cm~3 in F10.01 
and 800 ̂  100 cm~3 in A08.12, assuming a temperature of 
104 K. 

Figure  6 illustrates  the deblending  procedure  applied  to 
the Hc ] [O  III] j4363 complex in A08.12. From  this plot, 

f  Error between 30% and 50%. it is clear that the observed high R ratio cannot  be due 
g  Upper limit. 

 

 
interesting trends. Small-h clouds would produce strong 
Lya, C IV j1549, O VI j1035, He I j5876, and Balmer contin- 
uum emission, while large-h clouds would emit strong low- 
excitation lines, such as C III] j1909, Mg II j 2798, and Fe II. 
Ha/Hb would increase with increasing h, from 2 (and even 
less for N [ 1010 cm~3) to very large ([10). 

According   to   the   above   model,   the   BLR   features 
observed in F10.01 can be understood in terms of emission 
coming predominantly from large-h clouds while in A08.12 
emission from small-h clouds dominates.  This by no means 
implies  concentration of  clouds  at  either  large  or  small 
angles within the BLR, although  this possibility is not dis- 
carded  (Netzer 1987). The clouds may be arranged  over a 
large distribution of angles, but only emission from clouds 
located in a particular angular  interval is favored, owing to 
orientation e†ects of the disk relative to the observer. 

Additional     observational   evidence    supporting     this 
picture are (1) the strong He I j5876 and symmetric Balmer 
lines in A08.12, both  compatible  with small h ; (2) the pro- 
nounced asymmetry toward  the red of the H I lines and the 

to an inadequate deblending of thes*eO lIIiIn+ es. Also, the e†ect of 
contamination by starlight  on the strength  of [O III] j4363 
 
 

 
 

FIG.  6.ÈDeblending  procedure   applied   to  the  Hc ] [O   III]  j4363 
complex in A08.12. Note the red side of the [O III] j4363 proÐle, which has 
no observable changes in its structure from the base to the top of the line. 
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is  considered   negligible,  since  the  stellar  component is power law of the form Fl \ al~a with a varying between 0.5

 

almost diluted by the strong nonstellar  continuum  emitted 
by the Seyfert nucleus, as explained in ° 3. We therefore 
conclude that  the abnormal high temperatures deduced for 
the NLR of F10.01 and A08.12 must have a physical origin 
rather than be caused by an error measurement. 

and   3  depending   on   the   wavelength   interval.   Several 
sequences of models were computed  by varying the ioniza- 
tion parameter U (deÐned as the quotient  of the density of 
the impinging ionizing photons  and the outer density of the 
gas cloud), the electron density n

e
, and the metal abundance 

The high values of T found above  suggest the pres- Z.  We  considered  a  range  of  densities  (n
H 
\ 102.5È106.2 

ence of gas in the  NLR*O IwII+ith  densities  around  or  greater 
than  the critical  density  for the [O  III]  j4959  and  [O  III] 
j5007 lines, i.e., n

e 
Z 106 cm~3. De Robertis  & Osterbrock 

(1984, 1986) had already pointed out that the NLR presum- 
ably consists of clouds with a wide range in densities, poss- 
ibly as high as 106 cm~3. According to their hypothesis, the 
NLR  would  be composed  of a region  of low-density  gas 
(n

e 
[ 104 cm~3), where most  of the low- to  intermediate- 

cm~3),  ionization   parameters  (U \ 10~4  to  10~2),  and 
sulfur, nitrogen,  and  oxygen abundances (0.5È2) times the 
solar  value.  In  Table  3 we have  listed  the  observed  line 
ratios along with the predicted line intensities relative to Hb 
(narrow)  from  the  best-matching   model  (high  and   low 
density) for each galaxy as well as the parameters character- 
izing the models. 

It can be seen from Table 3 that only with the addition  of 
ionization lines are emitted, and a high-density region (n

e 
Z a high-density  NLR  (i.e., n Z 106 cm~3)  is it possible  to 

106 cm~3), responsible  for the emission of high-ionization reproduce   the  observed  RH ratios,  while  the  low-  to 
lines including the [O III] lines. The above picture is rejected intermediate-ionization   lin*OesIII+ are    reasonably    modeled 
by Moore  & Cohen  (1994) and  Moore,  Cohen,  & Marcy assuming that they are produced in a region with n around 

(1996). They argue that emission-line proÐles require signiÐ- 
cant emission in each line over most of the NLR, implying 
that line proÐles of low and high critical density and/or low 
and high ionization potential  might have similar width. It is 
not possible at this point to conÐrm or rule out this last 
hypothesis  given the low resolution  of our spectra and the 
low S/N of some of the high-ionization lines (e.g., [Fe  VII] 
j6087, [Fe  X] j6374), which prevent  us from drawing  reli- 

103 cm~3 and solar abundance.  The above results aHre useful 
as a Ðrst approach, since they show us that  the NLRs  of 
both galaxies might indeed encompass a wide range in den- 
sities in order  to  reproduce  successfully the observed  line 
ratios. We then tried to calculate the output  spectrum  of a 
NLR  cloud encompassing  a wide range of densities, using 
CLOUDY 84, but we did not obtain  much success in our 
modeling. 

able  conclusions   regarding   correlations   between  critical Binette, Wilson,  &  Storchi-Bergmann (1996, hereafter 
density/ionization potential  and  line width.  We may 
explore, however, possible scenarios for the NLR  using the 
observed line ratios, as will be done in the following para- 
graphs. 

In  order  to  test  the  possibility  of a stratiÐed NLR,  we 
have computed  a grid of photoionization models using the 
code CLOUDY 84 (Ferland 1995). The adopted  ionization 
continuum  was ““ table  AGN,ÏÏ similar  to that  deduced  by 

BWSB) considered an alternative  picture in which there are 
two populations of photoionized clouds : a matter-bounded 
(MB) component responsible  for  most  of the  He  II  and 
high-excitation   forbidden    line   emission,   and   an   ion- 
ization-bounded (IB) component emitting  low- to 
intermediate-excitation lines. The spectrum of the Ðrst 
population (MB) is determined from photoionization calcu- 
lations truncated after a fraction F

MB 
of impinging ionizing 

Mathews &  Ferland (1987) and  consisting  of  a  broken photons  has been absorbed.  The excitation  degree of this 
 

TABLE  3 

OBSERVED EMISSION-LINE SPECTRA  OF F10.01 AND A08.12 COMPARED WITH PHOTOIONIZATION MODEL PREDICTIONS 
 

F10.01  A08.12 
 

Low-Density  High-Density  MB-IB   Low-Density  High-Density  MB-IB 
LINE/PARAMETER Observed  Model   Model   Model  Observed   Model   Model   Model 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
 

[Ne  V] j3425 . . . . . . .            2.4                   \0.1                      \0.1                    2.1                     1.4                 \0.1                      \0.1                       1.7 
[O  II] j3737 . . . . . . . .            1.0                       5.4                         0.1                   3.3                     1.1                     3.3                     \0.1                       2.7 
[Ne  III] j3868 . . . . . .            1.1                       1.2                         2.5                   0.8                     1.9                     1.1                         2.8                       1.4 
[O  III] j4363 . . . . . . .            0.4                       0.1                         0.5                   0.4                     1.0                     0.1                         1.0                       1.0 
He II j4686 . . . . . . . . .            0.4                       0.2                         0.1                   0.3                     0.2                     0.2                         0.1                       0.3 
Hb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .          1.0                       1.0                         1.0                   1.0                     1.0                     1.0                         1.0                       1.0 
[O  III] j5007 . . . . . . .            9.2                       9.0                         9.0                   9.2                   11.8                   12.6                       11.8                     11.7 
He I j5876 . . . . . . . . . .            0.2                       0.1                         0.1                   0.1                     0.1                     0.1                         0.1                       0.1 
[Fe  VII] j6086 . . . . . .            0.9                   \0.1                      \0.1                    0.4                     0.2                 \0.1                      \0.1                       0.2 
[O  I] j6300 . . . . . . . . .              0.3                       0.3                         0.4                   1.0                     0.7                     0.3                         0.2                       0.8 
Ha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .           2.9                       2.7                         2.8                   2.8                     3.1                     2.7                         2.8                       2.8 
[N  II] j6583 . . . . . . . .            1.5                       1.6                         0.4                   1.5                     1.0a                     0.3                         0.1                       1.3 
[S II]b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .           1.2                       0.6                     \0.1                    1.3                     0.7                     0.4                     \0.1                       1.0 
U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .           . . .                      10~3                      10~3                  0.04c                  . . .                    10~2.6                   10~2.6                  0.04c 
n

e 
(cm~3)  . . . . . . . . . . .              . . .                     1200                       106                 3 ] 105 d              . . .                     1300                       106.1               3  ]  105 d  

Z  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .           . . .                    Solar                      Solar                  Solar                  . . .                    Solar                      Solar                    Solar 
A    . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5 . . . . . . . . . 2.5 

    M@I   

a Upper limit. 
b Sum of the Ñuxes of the doublet jj6717, 6731. 
c U for the matter-bounded clouds. 
d n  for the matter-bounded clouds. 

H 
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MB  component is  very  high.  The  second  population is 
much more opaque  to the ionizing radiation and of much 
lower excitation.  It  is photoionized by the  radiation that 
escapes  the  matter-bounded  clouds.  A  sequence  of  line 
ratios is simply obtained  by varying the relative proportion 
A    of the two distinct populations of photoionized clouds. 
InM@tIhis  approach, the  high  electron  temperature T        is 
properly  accounted  for, provided  the thickness and i*OonIIIi+za- 
tion parameter of the MB component are appropriately 
selected.  Also,  much  stronger   high-excitation  lines  (e.g., 
[Ne V] j3426 and C IV jj1549) are expected in this scheme, 
in accord with observations. This model was successfully 
applied  by BWSB to the observed  line ratios  of the unre- 
solved  narrow-line   region   as  well  as  to   the   extended 
emission-line  region  (EELR) (or the extended  narrow-line 

ratio  of k \ 0.015 (in units  relative  to the solar  neighbor- 
hood k \ 1), which has a negligible e†ect on the line trans- 
fer. Depletion  of the gas-phase metals is taken into account 
following the prescription  given by Binette et al. (1993a). 

Columns  (5) and (9) of Table 3 present the predictions  of 
line ratios  calculated  under  the above  set of conditions.  It 
can be seen that they are in better agreement with the mea- 
sured values of line ratios in F10.01 and A08.12 than  those 
predicted by CLOUDY. According to our results, the 
observed NLR  di†erences between the two galaxies can be 
interpreted as due to the variation  of the relative proportion 
of MB and IB clouds inside the NLR. No gas having sub- 
solar abundance  is needed, as was recently suggested by 
Komossa  & Schulz (1997), in order  to reproduce  the high 
R        ratios observed. The ensemble of clouds cover a sig- 

region  [ENLR]) of a sample  of AGNs,  which, otherwise, ni*ÐOcIaII+nt range in density, ranging from n \ 102È106 cm~3 

cannot  be reproduced by conventional ionization-bounded 
photoionization calculations. 

We have tested this approach using the photoionization 
code MAPPINGS IC (Binette  et al. 1993b ;  Ferruit  et al. 

the MB component being dominated  byH the highest  den- 
sities and the IB clouds by the lower ones. We may therefore 
conclude that the presence of MB and IB clouds in the NLR 
of F10.01 and A08.12 is another  viable possibility to explain 

1997) to  calculate  the  emergent  NLR  spectrum  under  a the   high   T temperatures  and   high-ionization   lines 
variety of conditions  adopting  the model  of BWSB, i.e., a 
combination of high-excitation MB clouds and low- 
excitation  IB clouds. The input  spectrum  of ionizing radi- 
ation   consists   of  a   canonical   power   law   with   index 
a \ [1.3. The ionization  parameter U

MB 
of the MB com- 

observed in *tOhIeII+narrow-line spectrum of these two galaxies. 
Of course, considering only two populations of clouds is 
certainly an oversimpliÐcation of the complex geometry 
characterizing  the NLR,  and  such a simple scheme would 
not   be   applicable   to   AGNs   with   strong   correlations 

ponent was chosen to be U \ 0.04 for F10.01 and A08.12, between line widths and critical density. 
which  allows  us  to  obtaMinB high  electronic  T tem- 

peratures  (somewhat higher than  in BWSB, beca*uOsIeII+of our 5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
much  higher  density). A density  n \ 3 ] 105 cm~3 was 

used for the MB region. This givesMBus a total  gas pressure We have analyzed optical data for the two newly detected 

for  the  front  layer  equal  to  P \ 1.95 ] 1010 K  cm~3, Seyfert 1 galaxies F10.01 and  A08.12. The data  consist of 

where K is the Boltzmann constaMnBt. The density behavior of 
the gas is isobaric, that is, constant  pressure within both the 

long-slit spectra in the rest-wavelength  region 3200È7000 Ó 
at a resolution of 8 Ó. Analysis of the observations led to the 

MB component (of pressure P ) and the IB component (of following conclusions : 

pressure P   ).  MB 
BWSB iImB posed a density increase of 20 for the pressure 

1. The continuum  energy distribution in F10.01 can be 
described as a combination of a steep nonstellar  continuum 

P    relative to P on the grounds  that  the IB component of power-law  form  with  spectral  index  a \ [1.1,  Balmer 

coIBrresponded  toMBthe  dense  core  of photoionized  clouds. 
This resulted in a low-excitation IB component,  required in 
their line-Ðtting procedure  of NLR  and  ENLR  ratios.  We 
here explore the alternative geometry of having the IB com- 
ponent situated at much larger radii from the source (cf. Fig. 
4a in BWSB). The low excitation  of the IB clouds in this 
case is the  result  of a larger  geometrical  dilution  (higher 
radius  from the nucleus) of the ionizing radiation that  has 
Ðltered through  the MB component.  As for the pressure, the 
[S II] densities inferred from the j6717/j6731 ratio  require 

continuum  emission, and the pseudocontinuum formed by 
the  merging  of  numerous   Fe  II  emission  multiplets.   In 
A08.12, a power law with a \ [1.2 and strong Balmer con- 
tinuum  emission  compose  the  observed  continuum  emis- 
sion. 

2. We found that  F10.01 is a strong  Fe II emitter  (Fe II 
j4570/Hb \ 0.9 ̂  0.1), has broad (FWHM D 5700 km s~1) 
and asymmetric emission Balmer lines and weak Bac 
[I(Bac)/I(Hb)] \ 1.6. A08.12 shows  a strong  Bac [I(Bac)/ 
I(Hb)] \ 9.2, symmetrical  H I proÐles, and no Fe II. These 

that  P 
cm~3. IB 

be much  smaller  than  P
MB by a factor  of D103 spectroscopic  properties  can be explained in terms of BLR 

clouds illuminated  by a thin disk, which emits anisotropic 
Since the excitation  (U) of the gas depends  on both  the 

density and the dilution  of the nuclear radiation, it is fairly 
straightforward to reproduce  the same drop in U (i.e., 
excitation) as in BWSB, of a factor of 20 between the MB 
and IB components. This is done by simultaneously diluting 
(dividing) the radiation escaping the MB component by a 
factor 201`i and dividing the pressure by a factor 20i (i.e., 

UV radiation, and an isotropic X-ray source. Such a scheme 
produces an angular  dependence of the emission-line inten- 
sities. The BLR spectrum in F10.01 might be dominated  by 
emission from large-h clouds, while in A08.12 emission from 
small-h clouds might be favored. 

3. The NLRs of F10.01 and A08.12 are characterized  by 
the presence of strong  high-ionization forbidden  lines and 

P   \ P /20i). We found that i \ 2.3 resulted in a reason- large R ratios. A NLR  model composed  of ionization- 
abIBle Ðt oMfBthe [S II] densities. This implies that the IB com- bounde*dO IcIIl+ouds with densities in the interval n \ 104È106 

ponent  is at a radius  20(1`i)@2 \ 140 times larger than  the 
dense MB component,  not unreasonable given that  the slit 
widths  had  projected  sizes of 1500 and  600 pc for F10.01 
and  A08.12, respectively. Solar  abundance  is assumed  for 
the  gas,  and  the  calculations  use  a  constant   dust-to-gas 

cm~3, solar abundance,  and a single ionizationH  parameter 
for the entire cloud cannot fully reproduce the observations. 
A more detailed modeling of the NLR consisting of a com- 
bination  of matter-bounded clouds of density in the range 
n  \ 105È106 cm~3 and ionization-bounded clouds having 

H 
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a density interval n \ 102È104 cm~3, of much lower exci- helpful  suggestions  to  improve  this  paper.  A. R. A. and 

tation,  ionized by tHhe radiation escaping the MB and  140 
times more  distant  from  the  central  source  than  the  MB 
clouds, can better  account  for the observed line ratios  and 
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